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The Bourbon succession in France The only legitimate extant line of Capetian descent is the House of Bourbon, whose main branches can be traced back to the previous dynasty. Family Tree Art French Royalty Spanish Royalty Bourbon Genealogy Chart Family Genealogy French History British History

Succession to the former French throne (Orléanist ... Continuity of the crown: a new ruler succeeds as soon as his predecessor dies; the throne is never vacant. Heredity: The son is preferred over the younger; the senior descendant represents his deceased ancestor in the line of succession.

France - Later Capetians | Britannica
When Charles IV died without a male heir in 1328, as his brothers had done before him, the royal succession was claimed by a collateral Capetian family. The reigns of the later Capetian kings were marked by further territorial consolidation.

List of heirs to the French throne - Wikipedia
Capetian heirs by Salic succession I. After the accession of Philip II of France, the throne became de jure as well as de facto hereditary. The throne passed to the closest male heir.

August 9, 1830: Accession of Louis-Philippe as the King of ... Louis-Philippe I (October 6, 1773 – August 26, 1850) was King of the French from 1830 to 1848 and the last king of France. He was the Duke of Chartres (Duke of Orléans, upon the death of his father Louis-Philippe I), and Louise Marie Adélaïde de Bourbon.

How did the capetian Kings centralize their power and ... The Capetian monarchs of the 12th and 13th centuries systematically rebuilt monarchial power, first by securing their control over the centers of royal power based around the Île-de-France and then by expanding the scope of their authority.

House of Capet - Wikipedia
The House of Capet (French : Maison capétienne) or the Direct Capetians (Capétiens directs), also called the House of France (Haus Capet de France), or simply the Capetians, ruled the Kingdom of France from 987 to 1328. It was the most senior line of the Capetian dynasty — a royal and noble house originating from the Frankish people.

Capetian dynasty - Wikipedia
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You could purchase guide royal succession in capetian france studies on familial order and the state harvard historical studies colleague that we allow here and check out the link. is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the royal succession in capetian france studies on familial order and the state harvard historical studies belong that we have enough money here and check out the link. is additionally useful.